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About This Game

Saddle up and defend the town of Willow Creek from nefarious outlaws and city slickers! It all starts when a rancher's daughter
goes missing, and it ends at the showdown at Willow Creek, where greed, lust, science and Mother Nature will face off at high

noon.

Showdown at Willow Creek is an interactive western mystery novel where your choices control the story. The game is entirely
text-based--without graphics or sound effects--but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Gamble, seduce, brawl, or shoot your way through Willow Creek, where gunslingers make the laws, and everybody has secrets.
Will you romance the gambler or the soiled dove (or both)? Will you side with the scientists bringing electricity to the Old West,
or with a tribe of native American Utes? Will you unravel the conspiracy that threatens to tear the town apart, or will you light

the fuse to blow it all sky high?
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A nice little mini-campaign that focuses on a specific theatre of war during the Napoleonic Wars rather than all of Europe. Play
as the French, British, or Spanish as you fight for control of the Iberian Peninsula. It has a few new featrues not found in
Napoleon in order to add greater depth, but this is still very much the same game.

If you liked Napoleon, then checking this out probably won't be a bad idea. :o. It's so sad to see how bloody unplayable this
game is. It has a money/upgrade system that could make this game really good, and is something I don't normally see in these
sorts of games. But sloppy controlls that jump to far with only a tap. Weapons that you can't tell weather or not they are any
good. And upon struggling just to get past the first planet, I get to the second one, and it has these rubbish timed sliding walls
that INSTANT KILL YOU, no matter your health, and yet I can litterly rub my ship on any other structure without harm.
WHAT!? Nope. Done. Better luck next time.. I loved Puzzle Quest, kinda meh on PQ2, but my god, do I hate this game.
Played for less than an hour and the computer cheats in this game more than in PQ, and I hate the game board, so confusing to
try figuring out, and you are given no practice dummy to try making sense of it all.

Seriously cannot recommend this game, go play Puzzle Quest 1 or 2 instead.. If you're on the fence, wait...

I love the game's potential, but still some weird and small little things that bother me.
This time period isn't really used in these types of games, which is a big plus.
This game is somewhere between survival and city building games, but I feel like it doesn't
know which. It just seems to me, that there is something missing. For example there are numerous
menus, which don't tell much. i.e you don't have meat, why is that?
You can build most of the buildings after about an 3-5 hour session, but still you're left wondering
how you could improve on the production line... you just don't know. You don't know how much the
butcher is using cattle, nor do you know how much cattle is being produced. There is a trader for which
you can sell or buy items, you see the prize and amount, not the whole prize. (little things).

I love the game's idea, graphics are as great as can be and there is so much potential for this game.
I don't love the small glitch where you have press a button 2-7 times for it to come through.

I will revise this review, when I've played a bit more, and seen atleast one update.

As much as it hurts me, wait if you're on the fence. For the citybuilder/survival fans like me.
Buy The Game and support these guys, there is the idea behind this game.

. dodging game is one of my favorite and i love the difficulty of this game

pretty advanced pretty balanced for both newbie and expert. This game might provided some good experience though, but it
didn't afford clear tutorial. Additionally, I thought that I prefer using it on smart phone rather than playing on PC platform.. No
players every time I tried to play. Game is dead. Got refund.. Great novel and long to!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDvw3lGpKDo. This DLC here is might be one of the most controversial pieces of DLC
released by DTG, plagued by corporate greed and their reuse of old dated content.

The track is about a 90km long track that covers a very nice route between Cologne and Koblenz, the route it's self is plagued by
tracking signal and pre-signalling faliures even in quick drive, areas where breaking is not possible properly are not properly
shown by signals ahead, for example when using an ICE-T it is not possible to slow down in time for the PZB90 system in order
to comply with the 90Km\/h speed limitation.

The trains released with this game is a massive disgrace, not just we get the 9th iteration of the BR101, but we get a completely
disfunctional re-used content what the old and outdated Metronom pack contains, which is of course more useful (probably
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thought I don't like it that much).

 Important to note that, DTG willingly released a content with 2 trains, the 146.0 and 146.2 with content re-used and
recycled from other older trains released, like the Metronom and the TRAXX series 145. You are basically if you own
any of these contents you are buying the same content (wich is obviously bugged) for the same damn double price, wich
is a massive shame.

The developers willingly cut corners and released these trains with the same stupid interiors and sounds as what those
older broken trains had contained, implying newcomers will not notice it and will not complain, but hah! I noticed it
DTG, very very sneaky!

Since the content is re-used, the whole point of the game gets dull because the interiors look like crap and they didn't
even try to put enough time into creating quality content they thrive to create.

Such a shame from this developer. So much lack of potential, like Mainz and D\u00fcsseldorf, but yeah they messed
this one up hard.

The track is great but due to the extra redundant content, I can not reccommend it.
I rate this track and content pack about 4 out of 10. [DO NOT BUY UNLESS 60% DISCOUNTED!]
If I would have to rate the trains, they would get 0 out of 10.
And if I would have to rate the track separately, I would give it 9 out of 10.

If you dislike my review, then you are just as pathetic.. This is another excellent steam locomotive from Victory Works.
The first scenario is a very informative tutorial on the operation of the Travelling Post Office.
The locomotive was very easy to drive and sounds are up to the same high quality as their previous locos.
The second scenario is great with wonderful looking night time effects and a chance to do some serious mail bag
exchanges.
I am looking forward to doing the last two scenarios.
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Turba takes the enticing idea of a Bejeweled-style game that utilizes your music library and screws it all up by incorporating
features that don't work as they should, resulting in a nearly unplayable mess. The simple task of matching three or more blocks
of the same color is complicated by "bomb" blocks, which are blocks that will cause a 3x3 set of blocks to turn gray if they
aren't matched within a certain number of beats. Adding to this problem is the brainless design decision that your board fills up
with blocks with each beat of the song. This ensures that fast songs are literally unbeatable on certain play modes, even without
the addition of bomb blocks. Worse yet, the game does not accurately detect beats, so blocks appear at completely random
intervals. Finally, cheaters have devised a way to obtain the top scores on literally every song, so forget about ranking in the top
3 on anything, no matter how obscure it is. I've spoken with one of the devs (They have another terrible-looking game on
Greenlight), and he sees nothing wrong with the game and has no plans to support it any further. This game is a horrendous
waste of money at any price.. Good puzzle game.. Probably the worst game i've ever played

2/10. Runs at a solid -2 FPS.. It's a good game, it dries you a good time and it's something old like the 90s we like, I recommend
it 100% and more for its great price / Es buen juego, te dristrea un buen rato y es algo old como a los de los 90's nos gusta, los
recomiendo 100% y mas por su gran precio. Man I love this game, it is nostalgia of PAPERBOY! BRILLIANT. Crazy Plant
Shop is a short but well-made game. It's was also very educational. I wish I had this game back in high school since this is a
medium of learning that I would've been able to get into.

It takes about 1-2 playthroughs to complete over the span of ~2 hours. The achievements are simple and easy to get provided
you familiarize yourself with the game's 'tutorial' during the first day.

I really liked this game. It reminds me of Recettear except you actually learn something. 4\/5
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